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1.文体論精選論文集・全４巻

Stylistics, 4 Vols.

Routledge Critical Concepts in Linguistics
Volume 1: Stylistics: Theory, Method and History
Volume 2: Stylistics: Pragmatics, Discourse and Narrative
Volume 3: The Practical Value of Stylistic Analysis
Volume 4: The Multi-disciplinarily of Stylistics
Edited by Michael Burke
2017 年 2 月出版
全 4 巻／1516 ページ
¥223,560
ISBN 9781138888883
Published by Routledge
Stylistics is a multidisciplinary and stimulating field of scientific enquiry with an increasingly
significant impact on society, especially in cognitive, civic and pedagogical domains. This new four
volume collection will showcase the main developments and the major achievements in stylistics.
Included will be the most important works that have been at the forefront of stylistic scholarship in
the past forty years, and the debates and controversies that have taken place. They will also include
key texts on methodology and on models of interpretation that have been developed and will show
how stylistics has been both effected by linguistic, philosophical and psychological theories and how
it, in turn, has influenced them.

2.生物言語学精選論文集・全４巻

Biolinguistics, 4 Vols.
Routledge Critical Concepts in Linguistics

Vol I: Foundations, Language Design, Human-Animal studies,
Unification
Vol II: Language Development, Acquisition, Impairments
Vol III: Language Variation, Parameters, Evolution
Vol IV: Complexity, Grammar, Human/Animal Divide,
Brain Studies
Edited by Anna Maria Di Sciullo
2017 年 10 月出版 全 4 巻／1600 ページ ¥223,560
Published by Routledge
ISBN 9781138859159
Biolinguistics, the study of the relation between humans’ biology and the properties of the Language
Faculty, is an emergent and lively field, and is central to linguistics. It gives rise to lively debates on
the origin of language, and the specificity of human language in the animal kingdom as well as the
biological basis of the human language capacities. This new four volume collection will assemble

important contributions to the field, exploring the foundations of the subject and language
development, variation in languages and biology, and complexities in language and biology.

3.発音に関する精選論文集 全４巻

Pronunciation, 4 Vols.
Routledge Critical Concepts in Linguistics
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol

I: L1 Pronunciation: Descriptions, Variation and Change
II: L2 Pronunciation
III: Pronunciation Teaching
IV: Applications of pronunciation research
Edited by John Levis and Murray J. Munro
2017 年 7 月出版 全 4 巻／1623 ページ ¥223,560
Published by Routledge
ISBN 9781138901971

Pronunciation is one of the core areas of linguistics, language teaching and applied linguistics. It is a
salient aspect of spoken language and is of widespread interest to researchers because of the window
it provides on questions involving spoken language, and to teachers because of its relevance to the
immediate concerns of classroom instruction. This new four volume collection will gather the key
historical articles and contemporary research in pronunciation to provide a one stop research
resource for student and scholar.

4.ピジンとクレオール精選論文集 全 4 巻

Pidgins and Creoles, 4 vols.
Routledge Critical Concepts in Linguistics
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

1: Pidgin and Creole Genesis and Typology I
2: Pidgin and Creole Genesis and Typology II
3: Sociolinguistics and/of Pidgins and Creoles
4: Pidgins and Creoles and Applied Linguistics
By Bettina Migge and Joseph T. Farquharson
2017 年 5 月出版 全 4 巻／1920 ページ
¥223,560
Published by Routledge
ISBN 9781138841871

This new four volume collection, Pidgins and Creoles, will showcase the major areas of research and
their achievements in this multidisciplinary field. The collection will include both works that
represent the status quo as well as those that are controversial in nature but which have
nevertheless functioned as major catalysts for the production of knowledge. An important focus of
the volumes will be to critically assess existing models, truths, research agendas and methodological
frameworks in the research on these languages. While the bulk of research to date has principally
investigated so-called English-lexified creoles, the volumes will also draw on work carried out on the
range of such languages, crucially including not just creoles but also pidgins.
About the Series: Critical Concepts in Linguistics
Routledge Critical Concepts in Linguistics series provides authoritative reprints of the discipline's best and most
influential scholarship. This series looks at language from the point of view of the user, at the choices made and the
constraints encountered when we use language. Edited by experts in the field, each set puts the development of
fundamental concepts and themes into their historical context, as well as providing students and researchers with a
snapshot of contemporary debates and current thinking.

5.言語とグローバリゼーション精選論文集 全４巻

Language and Globalization, 4 vols.
Critical Concepts in Linguistics
Volume 1: Language in political globalization
Volume 2: Language in commercial globalization
Volume 3: Language in cultural globalization
Volume 4: Language in communicative globalization
Edited by Ingrid Piller and Alexandra Grey
2018 年 2 月出版 全 4 巻／1600 ページ
¥223,560
Published by Routledge
ISBN 9781138291966
Sociolinguistic questions related to globalization are widely considered highly innovative and the field
sustains a vigorous and vibrant research and publication program. A relatively new yet burgeoning
field such as this can be confusing and difficult to navigate for students and scholars; a guided
reading program such as is offered by the collections in the Critical Concepts in Linguistics series
would thus constitute a most welcome addition to the field.
The meaning of "globalization" is highly contested and part of the difficulty of gaining an overview of
the field of "language and globalization" is related to the fact that the term "globalization" is used in
many different ways. The proposed collection will therefore take a phenomenological approach
centered on different aspects of globalization : political, commercial, cultural and communicative
globalization can be identified as distinct strands with clear linguistic implications; these constitute a
readily apparent organization principle for the four volumes.
There are a number of disciplines that produce work of relevance to the sociolinguistics of
globalization. To begin with linguistics, it is particularly anthropological linguistics and
sociolinguistics that have concerned themselves with language and globalization. Additionally,
relevant contributions come from applied linguistics, contact linguistics, bi- and multilingualism
studies, educational linguistics, historical linguistics, language policy and planning, and second
language acquisition. Outside linguistics, globalization studies constitute a discipline in its own right
and research relevant to language-related issues has also disciplinary bases in anthropology,
business studies, cultural studies, history, intercultural communication, and sociology. Bringing
these multidisciplinary bases of language and globalization into conversation with each other will be
one of the main selection challenges.
As with my previous edition in the series, Language and Migration,in addition to topical selection of
the most important research, I will aim to showcase research from a wide range of geographical,
regional and historical contexts. Throughout, an attempt will be made to strike a balance between
general overview articles and contextually-situated case-studies.
In keeping with the Critical Concepts in Linguistics series, each volume will contain around twenty
articles, and about two-thirds will be sourced from journals and the remainder from book chapters.
Up to half of all the articles in each volume will have been published in the past five years; the
remainder will be made up by older work in order to feature foundational research and to trace
analytic developments. Up to three quarters of the contributions will come from various subfields of
linguistics. The remainder will feature relevant work from outside the discipline.

6.言語とメディア精選論文集・全 4 巻
Language and the Media, 4 vols.
Critical Concepts in Linguistics
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

1:
2:
3:
4:

Language policy and management in the media:
Language as topic in the media
Language practices in the media 1 – focus on discourse.
Language practices in the media 2 – focus on language
(code-switching, creativity and stylization).
Edited by Helen Kelly Holmes
2015 年出版 全 4 巻／1532 ページ
¥223,560
Published by Routledge ISBN 9781138833456

What makes language in the media different from ‘everyday’ or ‘person-to-person’ domains is the
presence - seen or unseen, human or technical – of some intermediary or facilitator, and it is the
impact on language by this facilitation or mediation that is the focus of this new 4 volume collection,
Language and the Media. Including seminal theoretical articles, case studies, and review articles, the
collection will look at language as a means of managing the media audience, will explore language as
a topic in the media, and will set out how language is used as a mode of media communication.

7.言語政策と計画精選論文集・全 4 巻
Language Policy and Planning, 4 Vols.
Critical Concepts in Linguistics
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

I: Theoretical and Historical Foundations
II: Language Policy and Language Rights
III: Language Policy in Education
IV: Language Policy and Globalization
Edited by Thomas Ricento

2015 年出版 全 4 巻／1642 ページ
¥223,560
Published by Routledge
ISBN 9780415727662
The field of language policy and planning has evolved over the past half century into a flourishing
field of academic inquiry, with identifiable research agendas, methods, and findings. Edited by
Thomas Ricento, alongside an editorial advisory group of five leading scholars, this new Routledge
collection features all the key articles published, both foundational and critical scholarship, to
provide a comprehensive documentary record of a vibrant academic area.

8.方言論ハンドブック
The Handbook of Dialectology
Blackwell Handbooks in Linguistics
Edited by Charles Boberg, John Nerbonne, & Dominic Watt

2017 年 11 月出版

632 ページ

ハードバック

¥36,010

Published by Willey-Blackwell ISBN 9781118827550

The Handbook of Dialectology provides an authoritative, up-to-date and unusually broad account of the
study of dialect, in one volume. Each chapter reviews essential research, and offers a critical discussion of
the past, present and future development of the area.

Table of CONTENTS:
Section 1: Theory (section editor: Dominic Watt)
Section Introduction (Dominic Watt). 1. Dialectology, Philology and Historical Linguistics (Raymond
Hickey). 2. The Dialect Dictionary (Jacques Van Keymeulen). 3. Linguistic Atlases (William A.
Kretzschmar, Jr.). 4. Structural Dialectology (Matthew J. Gordon). 5. Dialectology and formal linguistic
theory: The blind man and the lame (Frans Hinskens). 6. Sociodialectology (Tore Kristiansen). 7.
Dialectometry (Hans Goebl). 8. Dialect Contact and New Dialect Formation (David Britain). 9. Dialect
Change in Europe - Leveling and Convergence (Peter Auer). 10. Perceptual Dialectology (Dennis R.
Preston). 11. Dialect Intelligibility (Charlotte Gooskens). 12. Applied Dialectology: Dialect Coaching,
Dialect Reduction and Forensic Phonetics (Dominic Watt).
Section 2: Method (section editor: John Nerbonne)
Section Introduction (John Nerbonne). 13. Dialect Sampling Methods (Ronald Macaulay). 14. The
Dialect Questionnaire (Carmen Llamas). 15. Written Dialect Surveys (J. K. Chambers). 16. Field
Interviews in Dialectology (Guy Bailey). 17. Corpus-based Approaches to Dialect Study (Benedikt

Szmrecsanyi and Lieselotte Anderwald). 18. Acoustic Phonetic Dialectology (Erik R. Thomas). 19.
Computational Dialectology (Wilbert Heeringa and Jelena Prokiæ). 20. Dialect Maps (Stefan Rabanus).
21. Identifying regional dialects in online social media (Jacob Eisenstein). 22. Logistic Regression
Analysis of Linguistic Data (John C. Paolillo). 23. Statistics for Aggregate Variationist Analyses (John
Nerbonne and Martijn Wieling). 24. Spatial Statistics for Dialectology (Jack Grieve).
Section 3: Data (section editor: Charles Boberg)
Section Introduction (Charles Boberg). 25. Dialects of British and Southern Hemisphere English
(Kevin Watson). 26. Dialects of North American English (Charles Boberg). 27. Dialects of German,
Dutch and the Scandinavian Languages (Sebastian Kürschner). 28. Dialects of French (Damien Hall).
29. Dialects of Italy (Tullio Telmon). 30. Dialects of Spanish and Portuguese (John M. Lipski). 31.
Dialects of the Slavic Languages (Vladimir Zhobov and Ronelle Alexander). 32. Dialects of Arabic
(Enam Al-Wer and Rudolf de Jong). 33. Dialects in the Indo-Aryan landscape (Ashwini Deo). 34.
Dialects of Chinese (Chaoju Tang). 35. Dialects of Japanese (Takuichiro Onishi). 36. Dialects of
Malay/Indonesian (Sander Adelaar). Index.

9.心理言語学ハンドブック
The Handbook of

Psycholinguistics
Series: Blackwell Handbooks in Linguistics
Edited by Eva M. Fernández, & Helen Smith Cairns

2017 年 10 月出版

768 ページ

ハードカバー

\36,010

Published by Wiley-Blackwell ISBN 9781118829509

Incorporating approaches from linguistics and psychology, The Handbook of Psycholinguistics
explores language processing and language acquisition from an array of perspectives and features
cutting edge research from cognitive science, neuroscience, and other related fields.
The Handbook provides readers with a comprehensive review of the current state of the field, with an
emphasis on research trends most likely to determine the shape of psycholinguistics in the years
ahead. The chapters are organized into three parts, corresponding to the major areas of
psycholinguists: production, comprehension, and acquisition. The collection of chapters, written by a
team of international scholars, incorporates multilingual populations and neurolinguistic dimensions.
Each of the three sections also features an overview chapter in which readers are introduced to the
different theoretical perspectives guiding research in the area covered in that section.
Timely, comprehensive, and authoritative, The Handbook of Psycholinguistics is a valuable addition
to the reference shelves of researchers in psychology, linguistics, and cognitive science, as well as
advanced undergraduates and graduate students interested in how language works in the human
mind and how language is acquired.
About the Author
Eva M. Fernández is Professor at the City University of New York. Her research focuses on
cross-linguistic language processing in monolingual and bilingual populations; she has additional
research interests in measures of student success in higher education.
Helen Smith Cairns is Professor Emerita at the City University of New York. She has pursued research in
sentence processing and in first language acquisition, writing or editing six books and numerous articles
and chapters. She is most proud of the students she has mentored over the years.

10.言語哲学への手引（第２版）・全２巻
A Companion to

the Philosophy of
Language, 2nd Edition

Series: Blackwell Companions to Philosophy
Edited by Bob Hale, Crispin Wright, & Alexander Miller

2017 年 4 月出版 全 2 巻／1176 ページ

¥72,940

Published by Wiley-Blackwell
Hardback ISBN 9781118974711
Now published in two volumes, the second edition of the best-selling Companion to the Philosophy of
Language provides a complete survey of contemporary philosophy of language. The Companion has
been greatly extended and now includes a monumental 17 new essays – with topics chosen by the
editors, who curated suggestions from current contributors – and almost all of the 25 original
chapters have been updated to take account of recent developments in the field.
In addition to providing a synoptic view of the key issues, figures, concepts, and debates, each essay
introduces new and original contributions to ongoing debates, as well as addressing a number of new
areas of interest, including two-dimensional semantics, modality and epistemic modals, and
semantic relationism. The extended “state-of-the-art” chapter format allows the authors, all of whom
are internationally eminent scholars in the field, to incorporate original research to a far greater
degree than competitor volumes. Unrivaled in scope, this volume represents the best contemporary
critical thinking relating to the philosophy of language.
“Providing up-to-date, in-depth coverage of the central question, and written and edited by some of
the foremost practitioners in the field, this timely new edition will no doubt be a go-to reference for
anyone with a serious interest in the philosophy of language.” Kathrin Glüer-Pagin, Stockholm
University

11.デジタル言語学習・教育：批評と一次資料 全４巻

Digital Language Learning
and Teaching
Critical and Primary Sources

4 Vols. Set

Series: Critical and Primary Sources

2017 年 9 月出版

全 4 巻／912 ページ

¥147,790

Published by Bloomsbury Academic
Hardback ISBN 9781474277952
Digital Language Learning and Teaching: Critical and Primary Sources brings together over 100
essential texts on digitally-assisted or enabled language learning from the inception of these
technologies to their burgeoning 21st century maturity. The four volumes will focus on :
1) Theories and Frameworks
2) Focus on the Learner
3) Teaching with Computer Assisted Language Learning
4) New Developments in Computer Assisted Language Learning
Each volume features an editorial introduction by a world-renowned authority on the subject and
articles within them are grouped thematically. Professor Mark Warschauer (University of
California-Irvine, USA) contributes an extensive Foreword for the project.

ワイリー・ブラックウェル社の

12.構文論の手引（第 2 版）・全 8 巻
The Wiley Blackwell Companion to

Syntax,

2nd Edition

Series: The Wiley Blackwell Companions to Linguistics
Edited by Martin Everaert & Henk C. Van Riemsdijk

2017 年 12 月出版

5264 ページ

Published by Wiley-Blackwell

¥239,160

ISBN 9781118358726

An invaluable reference tool for students and researchers in theoretical linguistics, The Wiley
Blackwell Companion to Syntax, Second Edition has been updated to incorporate the last 10 years of
syntactic research and expanded to include a wider array of important case studies in the syntax of a
broad array of languages.
◇ A revised and expanded edition of this invaluable reference tool for students and researchers in
linguistics, now incorporating the last 10 years of syntactic research
◇ Contains over 120 chapters that explain, analyze, and contextualize important empirical
studies within syntax over the last 50 years
◇ Charts the development and historiography of syntactic theory with coverage of the most
important subdomains of syntax
◇ Brings together cutting-edge contributions from a global group of linguists under the editorship
of two esteemed syntacticians
◇ Provides an essential and unparalleled collection of research within the field of syntax, available
both online and across 8 print volumes
This work is also available as an online resource at www.companiontosyntax.com

13.インド・ヨーロッパ語ハンドブック
比較言語学および歴史的検討

Handbook of Comparative and
Historical Indo-European Linguistics
(Handbooks of Linguistics and Communication Science)
Edited by Jared Klein, Brian Joseph, & Matthias Fritz

2017 年 10 月出版

638 ページ

約 \69,990

Published by De Gruyter Mouton ISBN 9783110521610
This book presents the most comprehensive coverage of the field of Indo-European Linguistics in a
century, focusing on the entire Indo-European family and treating each major branch and most
minor languages. The collaborative work of 120 scholars from 22 countries, Handbook of
Comparative and Historical Indo-European Linguistics combines the exhaustive coverage of an
encyclopedia with the in-depth treatment of individual monographic studies.

14.日本語の対照言語学ハンドブック
Handbook of

Japanese Contrastive Linguistics
(Handbooks of Japanese Language and Linguistics, Vol 6)
Edited by Prashant Pardeshi & Taro Kageyama

2018 年 3 月出版予定

718 ページ

約 ¥63,520

Published by De Gruyter Mouton
ISBN 9781614515692

This volume brings together insights from three traditions - Japanese linguistics, linguistic typology,
and contrastive linguistics - and makes important contributions to deepening our understanding of
various phenomena in Japanese as well other languages. Its primary goal is to uncover principled
similarities and differences between Japanese and other languages and thereby shed new light on
the universal as well as language-particular properties of Japanese.
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